Who Wore What at the Nykaa Femina Beauty Awards 2019!
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As a girl, I have a list of priorities, these are simple and defined. Stay stylish and stay updated. That includes being in the know about everything that’s trending, especially every award show, function or red carpet event. It is the millennial woman’s fashion equivalent of Netflix and chill, especially since we get to glue our eyes on Instagram and speculate what everyone wore and imagine how it would look on us. You do that too, right?

After a lot of Instagram scrolling I present to you, my picks of the most stylish outfits from the Nykaa Femina Beauty Awards 2019. A glamorous night in attendance with B-Town’s finest, draped in their glittering best.
Deepika Padukone took a major sartorial risk with this black ensemble by designer Amit Aggarwal, as she brings sexy back and leaves us with dropped jaws!

Star kid Sara Ali Khan stunned us in a perfect, pretty and pink gown by designer Monisha Jaising, making her look like eye candy, especially as she bagged the Fresh Face of the Year award!
Ex Miss World Manushi Chillar, wore a Shantanu & Nikhil ensemble that was dramatic and daring. We specially love the structure!

Taapsee Pannu was the definition of prim and proper, in her dazzling off shoulder dress by Shriya Som, keeping simple and sexy, with studded shoes.
Aahana Kumra was seen walking down the red carpet in a high slit by designer Nikhita Tandon, which had her twinkling as she sashayed down the red carpet.

Ace actress Raveena Tandon was spotted in a dramatic gown by Raghavendra Rathore. She won the title of Ageless Beauty, and quite rightly so!
Gully Boy Ranveer looked spectacular as he walked down in three-piece floral suit by designer label NM Design studio with purple aviators. A typical Ranveer Singh look and we loved it!

Soundarya Sharma walked in like the star she is. She wore a burgundy gown that surely swept people off their feet.
The nation's current heart throb, and my own, Vicky Kaushal donned a blue suit by TISA Studio and charmed his way into the evening as he also took home the title for Fresh face of the year!

Daisy Shah was seen in an embellished gown by Ohaila Khan, that looked heavenly on her, especially with that messy bun and that soft makeup.

Who wins your vote for best dressed at the Nykaa Femina Beauty Awards 2019?
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- Spotify Is Finally In India And While Excited, We Don’t Entirely Get The Hype
- L’Oreal Paris X Sabyasachi Collection Just Dropped A Bunch Of Nudes And We Can’t Keep Calm
- Indra Nooyi Joins Amazon’s Board Of Directors, Adds Another Feather To Her Cap
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- So No One Is Going To Talk About How Boring The Finale Of Koffee With Karan Was?
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